
Happy Birthday Dad
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Happy Birthday Dad

It was a Adjective day of August Number . My dads birthday, "Yeah

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I get to make my dad a cake."; I screamed. When my dad walked out the door i

ran to my mom and yelled, "AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!". "Why are you running

and screaming across the world,"; Pronoun yelled sarcastically. "It's Dads Number birthday and i

get to make an awesome cake,"; I yelled. Then my mom Verb out the door and Preposition the

steps into Pronoun Location . A few minutes later my sister Abbie came into to my room and fell

on her toys beneath her feet.My brother came Preposition the door in the Noun room and into the

Location to watch me bake the cake. First i started gathering the Adjective ingredients of a cake,

flour, butter, sugar, and my Adverb ingredient, vanilla. THen when i started to put the eggs in i noticed

that when i did i was dropping egg shells into the cake. I got Adverb Adjective cause i was

sweating so much and i didn't know what to do because i have never been in a situation like that before. So i just

left them in there and hope they would taste it Conjunction if they did i would have to come up with

something like marshmallows or their teeth. When my dad came home from work and ran through the

Noun we screamed "Happy Birthday."; When we sat down to eat the cake, i cut my dad a piece of the

cake Conjunction when he Verb the fork through the cake, i saw it was the one with the most egg

shells.
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